
Report on Meeting of Climate Change Working Group At Vine Cottage, Bourn          
Thursday 24th June 2021 

 
Attending: Basil Jaques, Neil Stutchbury, Decia Battglia, Hattie Cook, Julie Dore, 
Des O’Brien and Guest Emma Fletcher. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
On Wed 16th Nov 2020 Bourn Parish Council voted in favour of a Climate Change 
Statement. Following publication of the Climate Change Statement a Climate Change Working 
Group was formed. This independent group is supported by Bourn Parish Council. Coincidentally, 
Councillor Basil Jaques read with interest a Times newspaper article about how Saffham Prior (a 
village of equivalent size in East Cambridgeshire) had approached the challenge of delivering 
sustainable low carbon heating in their village. 
 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/swaffham-prior-villagers-warm-to-absolute-zero-
2vr7hlmz9#:~:text=Swaffham%20Prior%20plans%20to%20become,and%20air%20source%20heat%2
0pumps. 
 
Bourn Parish Council published the information about the initiative on our website and invited a 
leading member of the Swaffham Prior team, Emma Fletcher, to talk to us.It very clear from 
government figures Dept of Energy ‘Emissions from Heat Report that the emissions from domestic 
heating and cooking represent 48% of total UK emissions 
 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1400
95/4093-emissions-heat-statistical-summary.pdf 
 
 
 
MEETING DIALOGUE 
After welcoming Emma, she described how the project progressed. 
 
1st Phase 
Swaffham Prior (SP) was able to raise £20,000 from the Rural Community Fund for the initial survey 
of the village. Consultants were appointed who presented the committee with all the possible ways of 
saving carbon. Early on it was decided that they could not accept any solution that required a 
‘chimney’ and so they eliminated solutions such as straw burning from the possibilities, 
From this report the SP team decided that from the list of possibilities DISTRICT HEATING had the 
best probable outcome using GROUND and AIR SOURCE HEATING. 
The Committee had to overcome considerable opposition often in the form of ‘climate denial’. 
Following this decision a company was formed with the assistance of the Community Land Trust. 
(details to follow after research). 
 
2nd Phase 
In this phase an additional £100,000 was required. Again the Rural Community Fund via the Parish 
Council was able to assist. In the event 1/3rd was total required had to be raised as a contribution from 
the PC, the rest from the RCF. A new team under the Metro Mayor, charged with generating income 
for the Council from community energy initiatives  supported their application.  So £30,000 was raised 
by this route. 
 
After a three quote search for a firm to undertake a more detailed survey, Bougyues, a French energy 
company was appointed. Test bore holes were drilled to analyse the ground beneath the village. It  
was found to be mostly clay with only a little green sandstone, a no-no as far as ground source heating 
is concerned. 
 
Considerable effort was put into public consultation, meetings, literature and involvement with the 
local Primary School. Slowly the village has taken on the project. 
 
3rd Phase 



Viability figures were produced. The Public was approached to sign up for district heating. The initial 
signees were accepted at NO cost to themselves. Anybody asking to join at a later date would be 
charged £1000. Surveys were done of each individual house to calculate the plumbing requirements 
and positioning of equipment, removal of oil tanks etc. 
The village has about 300 houses and 160 have signed up. Some already have air source heat pumps. 
The work is scheduled to start in August 2021. 
 
 
 
 
So how does it work? 
 
110 well holes are to be drilled to a depth of 200 meters. Redundancy has been built in to prevent them 
perma-frosting due to overuse. 
 
2 new Air source heat pumps are added to system. 
 
Pipe work is installed down roads and piped into individual houses together with a heat exchanger to 
replace the boiler. 
 
Each house will have its boiler removed and any oil tank then a Heat Exchanger fitted with an external 
meter. 
 
Water or a special liquid is pumped down the well holes, which heats it to about 35 degrees C.  
This liquid then is pumped to the air source heat pumps which raise the temperature to 72 degrees C. 
This is then pumped round the distribution pipe work and into the individual house heat exchangers. 
This heats the domestic hot water and central heating system, giving an uninterrupted supply of hot 
water. The usage is measured by the meter (possibly calories used) and this is charge together with a 
small standing charge. The standing charge is to cover maintenance, replacement etc. 
 
What if it goes wrong? 
 
In addition to the well hole and air source heat pumps there are two very large hot water storage tanks 
installed to cover a) a breakdown and b) especially heavy use.  These tanks provide the back up 
required. The whole system is professionally managed and maintained.  
 
The meeting generated much interest from the Climate Change Group and we agreed to investigate the 
feasibility of creating a similar scheme as Swaffham Prior for Bourn. We would have the benefit of 
being able to follow what worked for them and avoid the pitfalls. The aim of such a project would be to 
reduce our carbon footprint and reduce our energy bills. 


